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On the accuracy of gravity fields obtained with Newton integrals on
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The mass-density distribution of the Earth drives mantle convection and plate tectonics but is

poorly known. We aim to predict gravity fields as a constraint for geodynamical modelling. In order

to compute synthetic Earth gravity one must define a spherical geometry filled with a density

model. Density models for the whole mantle down to the CMB come from tomographic models

which therefore require converting speed waves velocities to density using a scaling factor.

We use a discretised integration method to compute globally gravity acceleration, gravity

anomalies, potential and gradients, in the state of the art finite element code ASPECT.

Three density models are tested separately: a density field obtained from SL2013 and S40RTS

tomographic models for the deep mantle, and the density model CRUST1.0 for the thin upper

lithosphere layer. We combine these 3 datasets into one to create a composite model which is

compared to the global seismic model LLNL-G3D-JPS of Simmons et al. (2015). We test the

sensitivity of gravity prediction on the use of various conversion scaling factors of shear wave

velocity to density. We find that the scaling factor profile also has a major impact on gravity

prediction.

Finally, we present early results of the gravity field prediction for two local areas, the Indian-Tibet

plate boundary and the Mediterranean Sea. Gravity predictions are compared to satellite gravity.
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